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Introduction
The Saskatchewan Public Safety Agency (SPSA) is a Treasury Board Crown corporation created in 
November 2017 to streamline public safety services in Saskatchewan. The SPSA is governed by The 
Saskatchewan Public Safety Act, 2019.

As Saskatchewan’s provincial public safety organization, the Agency works in partnership with 
municipalities and First Nations to build the resilience and capacity for local communities to respond 
to emergencies; to improve the safety of Saskatchewan residents; and to enhance public safety across 
the province. 

Programs and services include Sask911, SaskAlert, the Civic Address Registry, wildfire management 
and emergency management and fire safety. The SPSA continues to meet government’s ongoing 
commitment to provide excellence by exploring new, innovative ways of providing programs 
and services to the public.  

Mandate 

The SPSA’s mandate is to provide or support public safety services for and with the people, 
municipalities, Indigenous people, public safety service providers and the Government of 
Saskatchewan. 

Vision 

The SPSA’s vision is to enhance, support and integrate public safety in Saskatchewan by providing:

• High quality service, access to a larger pool of expertise and enhanced training opportunities.
• Opportunities for innovative partnerships for response.
• A single point of contact for a broad range of services.
• Increased coordination of long-term planning efforts to ensure Saskatchewan is   

prepared for large-scale emergency events and mitigating risks that can contribute to severity 
/impact.

• Access to affordable technology.
• Access to affordable up-to-date emergency communications technology that is supported by 

the Agency’s Provincial Emergency Communications Centre.

Mission 

SPSA ‘s mission is to safeguard and protect the people, property and resources of Saskatchewan 
through partnerships, coordinated planning, education, prevention, mitigation, response and 
recovery.  

This guide provides an overview of the SPSA’s programs, services and resource capacity of the 
SPSA. Please contact your local Response Area for more information or call 1-800-667-9660.
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View this map in greater detail at saskpublicsafety.ca on the “Contact Us” page in the “About Us” section.



Emergency Communications
Sask911

The Saskatchewan Public Safety Agency’s Sask911 system provides province-wide access to 9-1-1 
emergency call taking. People can call 9-1-1 from landlines and payphones in the province, and from 
cellphones and wireless devices if they are in range of a cell tower.

SaskAlert

SaskAlert provides critical information on emergencies in real time, so you can take action to protect 
yourself, your family and your property. Alerts are issued by Environment Canada, Saskatchewan  
Ministries, Crowns and Agencies, the RCMP and participating local governing jurisdictions (including 
municipalities and First Nations). Communities and municipalities can access training through the 
SPSA. Training requirements have been restructured to offer easier access to SaskAlert. The SaskAlert 
app is available for download at saskalert.ca.

Civic Address Registry (CAR)

Managed by the SPSA, the Civic Address Registry (CAR) is a crucial part of the Sask911 system that 
provides a standardized, consistent system of recording property access points and assists in timely 
emergency response. Communities and municipalities can access training and assistance to ensure 
that all dwellings in their area are assigned a civic address in the 9-1-1 system. Further information can 
be found at saskaddress.ca.

Provincial Public Safety Telecommunications Network (PPSTN)

The Provincial Public Safety Telecommunications Network (PPSTN) is a public safety radio network 
managed through a partnership between the SPSA, SaskPower and the RCMP.

The PPSTN provides public safety personnel such as fire departments, police services, emergency 
medical services, emergency preparedness and volunteer search and rescue groups with interoperable 
radio communications that allows them to communicate with each other during times of emergency. 

Training in the operation of this system can be provided.

Provincial Emergency Communications Centre (PECC)

The PECC is a state-of-the-art emergency communications centre that provides a variety of services to 
first responders and the larger public safety network. Services include dispatch services, records 
management and supporting the technology that enables Sask911.
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Community Support and Response
The SPSA has a wide range of emergency, ground and air protection personnel and assets to protect 
Saskatchewan communities, major public and private infrastructure, and resources, during threat of 
wildfire or other emergencies.

Land Operations

SPSA Land Operations include a wide range of highly trained emergency and wildfire response 
professionals who provide an integrated approach to addressing emergencies and disasters.

Emergency Services Officers and Protection Officers

Emergency Services Officers (ESOs) and Protection Officers (POs) are trained to assist communities and 
first responders before, during and after large-scale emergencies or disasters. These officers play a key 
role in assisting communities to plan for and mitigate their unique risks.

Emergency Response Team

The SPSA’s Emergency Response Team (ERT) is a four-person team that is trained to assist local first  
responders in search and rescue, ice rescue, structural and wildfire response, local emergency  
management and setting up on-site ICS structure, if required. These teams are available to assist 
local responders, upon request, if they have exhausted their mutual aid agreements or are in need of 
additional support.   

Incident Command Teams

An Incident Command Team consists of highly trained SPSA personnel that can be deployed to 
oversee large-scale emergencies. 

Crisis and Emergency Support

Emergency Crisis Support (ECS) is a program intended to meet the urgent, basic needs of 
Saskatchewan residents who have been displaced from their homes due to a natural disaster such as 
flooding or a wildfire. ECS is designed to be used for larger, more complex events where local response 
alone will not be adequate. 

Logistics and Transportation

A critical component of the SPSA’s provincial response capacity is the ability to provide comprehensive 
logistics services to meet a variety of events or hazards. The Logistics and Transportation Section has 
a wide variety of assets and equipment available to support operational responses (e.g., heavy 
equipment, pumps, generators, water delivery systems, etc.). These resources are made available 
to assist communities with their emergency response needs when appropriate, and communities 
and first response agencies can access these resources through a Request for Assistance. For more 
information on requesting assistance, please visit saskpublicsafety.ca.

Upon receipt of a request, the SPSA will evaluate the nature of the event and determine if the 
deployment of resources is appropriate. Most equipment is deployed directly by the SPSA as it 
requires certified operators.
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SPSA Response Crews (Type 1)

Type 1 crews consist of trained and experienced staff and are located in each Response Area. These 
crews typically perform initial attack and sustained suppression on wildland fires, help communities 
respond to flooding and can provide support to a variety of all-hazard responses. 

Type 1 crew leaders and crew members may also supervise Type 2 and Type 3 crews on sustained 
action fires. Type 1 firefighters have assisted other jurisdictions, provinces and countries during 
wildfires and other emergencies/events. 

First Nations and Northern Community Crews (Type 2)

Type 2 crews are contracted through formal agreements with First Nations organizations and northern 
communities. These crews, located in various communities and reserves near or within the commercial 
forest, consist of five firefighters including the crew leader. Although primarily focused on wildfire, 
these crews can also be mobilized for other types of responses.

Type 2 crews provide firefighting and response services, as needed, and work on projects within their 
home communities in times of low fire danger. Type 2 crews are primarily used on sustained action 
fires. Type 2 crews may also assist Type 1 crews on the initial response to new wildfires.

Emergency Fire Personnel (Type 3)

Type 3 crews are made up of qualified firefighters hired on an emergency basis. These crews are used 
to support Type 1 and Type 2 crews working on sustained action wildfires and are normally used on a 
fire line that is under control or in the mop-up stage, or low in complexity and expected fire behaviour.

Air Operations

The SPSA provides land-based and amphibious wildfire air tankers to help suppress wildfires. Utilizing 
a modern, efficient and fast tanker fleet, Saskatchewan is able to deliver aerial services to the province, 
to other jurisdictions within Canada and to our other external partners. 

Aircraft Fleet

The SPSA owns and operates a fleet of 10 air tankers and seven bird-dog aircraft. The fleet includes: 

• Four Convair 580A land-based air tankers;
• Five CL-215T turbine powered water-scooping air tankers;
• One CL-215 piston powered water-scooping air tanker; and
• Seven smaller bird-dog aircraft that guide the tankers and direct other air traffic over and near 

wilfires. 

The SPSA also depends contracts helicopters and fixed-wing aircraft from commercial air carriers to 
help detect and suppress wildfires. 

NOTE: As part of the SPSA fleet enhancement program, the SPSA will be retiring the last of the CL-215 piston 
tankers in Spring 2023 upon the arrival of CL-215T turbine tanker. At this time the Baron 55 aircraft will begin to 
be phased out as replacement bird-dog Turbo Commander aircraft arrive. Two Twin Commanders are anticipated 
in Spring 2023.
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First Responders
Investigation and Code

Investigating fires in Saskatchewan involves determining the origin, cause and circumstances of the 
fire.

In Saskatchewan, every fire must be reported. Every fire department must call the Fire Incident 
Reporting Line at 1-800-739-3473 (FIRE) to report any fires they have responded to. The line is 
answered 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

In Saskatchewan, fire loss investigations are conducted under the authority of The Fire Safety Act, 2015. 
This Act is the only legislation addressing the specific duty of fire investigation and assigning it to a fire 
authority such as the local assistant and/or the Saskatchewan Public Safety Agency (SPSA).

Fire investigations under the Act are an administrative rather than a judicial function. The SPSA 
responds in order to help local assistants with an investigation or because the fire holds specific 
interest due to the nature of the loss.

During a fire investigation, the origin, cause and circumstances of the loss are identified and reported 
by submitting a Fire Incident Report for statistical use.

The National Fire Code is adopted by The Fire Safety Act, 2015 to establish the minimum standard 
for fire safety in the province. It provides technical provisions regulating activities related to the 
construction, use or demolition of buildings, the design, construction, or condition of specific 
elements of buildings, and protection measure for the current or intended use of buildings. The 
National Fire Code establishes requirements to address three objectives: safety, healthy and fire 
protection of buildings. The SPSA conducts fire investigations within its mandate and identified roles 
and responsibilities. The Agency also has trained personnel that offer fire code advice to responding 
agencies and the general public who can acess this advice by calling 1-800-667-9660.

Fire Service Minimum Standards Guide

Upon request from fire service stakeholders and leadership, the SPSA released the Fire Service 
Minimum Standards Guide in May 2022. The guide was created with a focus on making firefighting 
safer in Saskatchewan by developing a written set of minimum standards for three levels of service, 
based on training and equipment capacities. 

These guidelines enhance coordination between elected officials and the fire department by 
providing an opportunity for coordination and fiscal planning to ensure firefighters have the training 
and type of equipment they need for their service level, and providing guidance on equipment 
maintenance. 

Participation by fire services is not mandatory. 
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Fire Service Certification (IFSAC)

Saskatchewan follows National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) Standards for the professional 
qualification of structural firefighters. The SPSA is accredited under the International Fire Service 
Accreditation Congress (IFSAC) to certify firefighters under selected NFPA Standards.

Firefighters who want to gain certification are known as participants. Upon completion of training, a 
participant may apply to be examined on the standard(s) they wish to complete. Certification in each 
standard requires a different combination of recognized prerequisites, written evaluation and practical 
skills evaluation.

Public Education

The SPSA has developed a variety of public education resources through partnerships with the 
Saskatchewan Association of Fire Chiefs and national fire safety advocacy groups. These resources  
include print and digital formats and are available free of charge from the SPSA website.

If you have an event in your local community, the SPSA also offers Sparky the Fire Dog and Smokey 
Bear costumes to local responders to borrow. These costumes are a great resource for children 
to draw attention to fire safety and prevention. To request the use of the mascot costumes, email                 
spsa@gov.sk.ca.
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Training and Exercise Development
A variety of training courses for community leaders, first responders and emergency management 
organizations are available. Courses are offered at locations around the province to help local 
authorities build capacity in fire protection and emergency preparedness.

More information about these courses, along with a registration form, can be found at                              
saskpublicsafety.ca.

ICS I-100:  Incident Command System – Orientation

The Incident Command System (ICS) represents organizational best practices and has become the 
standard for emergency management across the country. This course will cover the basics of the 
Incident Command model of emergency management. All members of emergency services should 
take this course so they are aware of how the Incident Command model works.

ICS I-200:  Basic Incident Command System for Single Resources and Initial Action Incidents

This two-day, in-class course provides training and resources for those who are likely to assume a          
supervisory position within the Incident Command System during an emergency response. The course 
units and lessons provide an introduction to leadership and management, delegation of authority 
and management by objectives, functional areas and positions, briefings, organizational flexibility and 
transfer of command. 

ICS I-300:  Intermediate Incident Command System for Expanding Incidents

This three-day, in-class course is designed to enable you to operate efficiently using the ICS in a 
supervisory role on expanding incidents. The course units and lessons provide a review of ICS 
fundamentals, assessing incidents and setting objectives, unified commands, resource management, 
the planning process, demobilization, transfer, and termination of command of an incident. 

ICS I-400:  Advanced Incident Command System

This two-day, in-class course is designed to enable you to operate efficiently in the advanced 
application of the Incident Command System. This course provides training for personnel who are 
expected to perform in a management capacity in a complex incident environment.

ICS I-402:  Incident Command System for Executives

This half-day, in-class course is designed for community executives to have a “high level” 
understanding of the Incident Command System and how ICS can be adopted within community 
emergency management. This does not replace ICS I-00 or ICS I-200.

Incident Command System (ICS) Instructor

Once you have completed all four levels of ICS training and gained extensive experience on several 
incidents, using ICS principles and filling several ICS positions, you could become an ICS instructor. 
Contact your local Emergency Services Officer (ESO) for more information on the application process.
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Hazard Risk Vulnerability Assessment & Recovery Time Objective (HRVA & RTO) Workshop 

This two-day workshop combines important concepts from business continuity and emergency 
management hazard risk assessments. The outcome of this intensive workshop will be an electronic 
tool that a community can use to prioritize the actions and resources needed to help recover its 
critical infrastructure from a disruptive event. The workshop is designed for small-to medium-sized 
communities who do not have business continuity plans. The HRVA & RTO workshop can be used 
 by a community to complete their HRVA for the first time, or as a process to refresh their HRVA while 
adding in the valuable Recovery Time Objective priorities of the planning tool.

Emergency Operations Centre (EOC) – Level 1

This one-day course covers the characteristics and organization of a standard municipal 
Emergency Operations Centre (EOC). Through a series of lectures, discussions and exercises, 
participants will gain the knowledge and skills they need to work as a team member to recognize 
disruptive events that could impact their community and identify potential trigger points that could 
be used to appropriately activate their EOC during an emergency. 

Emergency Operations Centre (EOC) – Level 2

This two-day course will provide participants with training that promotes the SPSAs standardized 
approach to working in a community EOC.  The EOC Level 2 course is unique because the lecture 
portion of training constitutes only half of the coursework.  The other half of class time is dedicated 
to working through an emergency exercise that will evolve in order to touch on the concepts of 
preparedness, response, recovery and mitigation.  The EOC Level 2 exercise will require participants to 
apply the knowledge they have gained from the pre-requisite training programs, as well as the EOC 
Level 2 discussions and lectures.  When completed, participants will understand how to apply key 
concepts of the Incident Command System and their emergency plan within their EOC. Completion of 
EOC Level 2 requires attendance for both days. 

Emergency Plan Development Workshop

This planning workshop is designed to educate participants about emergency management 
legislative authority. It provides a step-by-step process for communities to develop and implement an 
Emergency Plan for their community. 

Emergency Vehicle Operations (previously SEVO) 

Volunteer firefighters may use their personal vehicles during an emergency, but they must complete 
the Emergency Vehicle Operations training before they can use emergency warning devices on their 
vehicles. This follows provincial legislation – The Traffic Safety Act. 

Emergency Exercise Workshop

As the provincial agency responsible for emergency preparedness in Saskatchewan, the SPSA 
facilitates the provincial emergency exercise program to support local authorities as they develop 
disaster resilient communities. Exercises can be designed and conducted in a variety of ways, including 
table-top exercises or discussions, site drills or full-scale community exercises. The community can 
decide the best type of exercise to meet their needs. No matter what type is chosen, exercises are the 
best way to conduct plan updates and revisions, as well as raise awareness within the community.
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Wildland Fire Suppression Awareness Workshop 

This two-day awareness course is designed for firefighters and individuals who directly and indirectly 
encounter and fight wildland fires in Saskatchewan. The in-class information provided will assist 
firefighters in identifying safe and informed strategies when fighting wildland fires. 

SaskAlert Training

Communities and jurisdictions, including first responder organizations, can be trained to issue alerts 
(or have their alerts issued for them) through the provincial emergency alerting system, SaskAlert. 
There is no cost to participate and no special equipment required. 
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Equipment and Asset Inventory
13

6” Flood Pump

Incident Type: Flood

The features of this pump include 700 gal/min 
and 3,000 foot pumping distance. 
All required hoses are included.

SPSA Operated: No

Training and Certification: Orientation

6500 Watt Generator

Incident Type: All Hazards

4x 120v/20A Connections 
2x120v/30A Connections 

SPSA Operated: No

Air Scrubbers

Incident Type: All Hazards

Allows for air inside buildings to be purified of 
contaminates. Provides a safe shelter-in-place 
option for smoke evacuations. One unit is able to 
purify an area roughly 1,500 square feet. More 
than one unit can be used as the size of the 
building increases.

SPSA Operated: No

saskpublicsafety.ca  |  1-800-667-9660

SPSA equipment is available for use in emergency situations. Some equipment may be unavailable 
due to other incidents in progress or for maintenance purposes. Please contact your Emergency 
Services Officer (ESO) to help determine which resources are available.
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Amertek Crashtender

Incident Type: Fire

This unit features a 500 gallon water tank with 
600 GPM pump, full Class A and B foam 
capabilities, and 4x4 capabilities. It requires a 
minimum of two operators.

SPSA Operated: Yes

BV 206 Hӓgglund

Incident Type: All Hazards

This 4x4 tracked unit is a fully amphibious 
personnel hauler able to transport up to 20 
people or two stretchers. Flat deck version 
available for equipment hauling or firefighting 
operation. Minimum one operator is required.

SPSA Operated: Yes

Can-Am ATV

Incident Type: All Hazards

This Can-Am outlander features a 650cc motor.

SPSA Operated: Yes
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DJI Matrice 200 Drone

Incident Type: All Hazards

The features of this unit include a 
Forward-Looking Infrared (FLIR) Camera, a 4k high 
definition camera,  aerial photography, 
reconnaissance, mapping, video capability, and
search and rescue options.

SPSA Operated: Yes

Training and Certification: Advanced Operator 
Certificate

DJI Phantom 4 Drone

Incident Type: All Hazards

The features of this unit include aerial 
photography, reconnaissance, mapping, and 
video capability.

SPSA Operated: Yes

Deep Trekker Underwater Remotely Operated 
Vehicle

Incident Type: All Hazards

With a depth rating of up to 200 metres, this unit 
comes with a variety of different attachment arms 
and grabbers, and a camera/spotlight for visual 
inspections and search and rescue.  

SPSA Operated: Yes
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Dodge Ram 5500 - CVA #510107 (E139C), CVA 
#510206 (E140C)  

Incident Type: All Hazards

This unit features a 250-gallon water tank with a 
150 GPM pump, Class A foam capabilities, 
chainsaw/K12 saw, Mark III pump, full wildland 
fire capability, and medical equipment.

SPSA Operated: Yes

Training and Certification: Class 5 License

Dodge Ram 3500

Incident Type: All Hazards

Two responders are required to operate this 
wildland and structural fire support truck, which 
features a 250 gallon tank, 150 gal/min pump, 
Class A foam capabilities and a chainsaw.

SPSA Operated: Yes

Drӓger UFC 7000 Thermal Imaging Camera

Incident Type: All Hazards

These cameras are available in full size or 
miniature individual units.

SPSA Operated: Yes
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Generator 

Incident Type: All Hazards

This generator has a 30 kilowatt output.

SPSA Operated: No

Floto Pump

Incident Type: Wildfire

This high-pressure three-stage centrifugal fire 
pump is fully portable and able to provide water 
in remote areas.

SPSA Operated: Yes

GMC Fire Engine

Incident Type: Fire

This fire engine features a 2,000 gallon tank with 
an 840 gal/min, a 750’ x 4-inch high volume hose, 
a 400’ x 2.5-inch supply line, a 900’ x 1.5-inch 
attack line and a 4,000 gallon Porta Tank. 

It requires one operator.

SPSA Operated: Yes
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Go Baggers

Incident Type: Flood

Allows for the filling of sandbags by a single 
person.

SPSA Operated: No

Hesco  Barriers (15ft)

Incident Type: Flood

SPSA Operated: No

HLVW Army Truck

Incident Type: All Hazards

This army truck has full 6x6 capabilities with the 
following options: fire engine capabilities, water 
tender capabilities with 1,200 to 2,000 gallon 
tanks, and a flat deck/picker arm.

Two operators required.

SPSA Operated: Yes
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Inflatable Boat

Incident Type: All Hazards

This boat requires two operators and can 
transport up to eight people.

SPSA Operated: Yes

Karcher Pressure Washer

Incident Type: All Hazards

This 400 gallon pressure washer is fully mobile 
and has a built-in steamer.

SPSA Operated: No

Kubota RTV

Incident Type: All Hazards

This RTV has 4x4 capabilities, a hydraulic dump 
box, and an extendable cab for up to five 
passengers.

Options for wildland firefighting and tracked or 
wheeled versions are available.

SPSA Operated: Yes
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Kubota Tracksteer

Incident Type: All Hazards

Available attachments for this tracksteer include a 
toothed construction bucket, an untoothed 
construction bucket, a grapple bucket, a snow 
bucket, an auger drill, a brush cutter and pallet 
forks.

SPSA Operated: Yes
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Light Tower / Generator

Incident Type: All Hazards

This unit features a 20 kilowatt generator with 
20-foot extendable spotlight tower.

SPSA Operated: No

Large Sandbags 

Incident Type: Flood

One cubic yard of fill is needed per bag.
The SPSA will provide a large hopper to assist 
with filling.

SPSA Operated: No
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Mobile Wi-Fi
Dispatching capabilities 
P25 radio base stations
Law enforcement radio 
encryption
AM aircraft radio
Ability to connect 
different radio systems
Portable P25 radio caches

SPSA Operated: Yes

Mobile Command Post

Incident Type: All Hazards

Drone capabilities 
Up to 8 separate work 
stations
Satellite television
Washroom facilities
Weather station
Scene lighting
Live stream camera 
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Mobile Communications Tower

Incident Type: All Hazards

This fully mobile PPSTN communications tower
allows for a signal boost in areas of low radio 
coverage and can take the place of a downed 
tower. It can supplement existing radio towers in 
the event of a large incident.

SPSA Operated: Yes

Mark-3 Fire Pump

Incident Type: Fire

This three-stage high pressure fire pump features 
80 gal/min at 100 psi and 1.5” wildland quarter-
turn discharge.

SPSA Operated: Yes
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Model MA-II Sandbagger

Incident Type: Flood

This unit allows for the filling of four (4) sandbags 
at once, and is able to produce around 1,000 
sandbags an hour.

SPSA Operated: No
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Mobile SCBA Fill Station

Incident Type: All Hazards

This mobile fill station can allow for SCBA bottles 
to be filled directly on scene of incidents.

SPSA Operated: Yes

Exterior View

Interior View
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P25 Portable Radio Kit

Incident Type: All Hazards

Each kit features four (4) P25 radios.

SPSA Operated: No

Rapid Deployment Craft (RDC)

Incident Type: Technical Rescue

Portable water craft used for special rescue /
recovery operations on ice or open water.

SPSA Operated: Yes

Rescue Boat

Incident Type: All Hazards

This boat features a 125 HP Suzuki outboard 
motor with jet drive, and requires two operators.

SPSA Operated: Yes



Rescue Sled

Incident Type: All Hazards

Used primarily for patient transport over all 
terrain areas. Can be outfitted for ATVs or 
snowmobiles.

SPSA Operated: Yes
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Rescue Tools

Incident Type: Technical Rescue

Electric over hydraulic extraction tools. Spreaders 
and cutters are available.

SPSA Operated: Yes
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Rescue Truck 

Incident Type: Technical Rescue

This rescue truck is capable of supporting motor 
vehicle accidents/extractions, water/ice rescue, 
command and control functions, fire 
investigators, ground search and rescue, high/low 
angle rescue, structure fire support, scene lighting 
and chainsaw operations.

It requires four operators.

SPSA Operated: Yes



Small Sandbags (80 lbs)

Incident Type: Flood

Each bale contains 1,000 individual bags. They are 
typically shipped in batches of 20,000 bags.

SPSA Operated: No

SKED / Stokes Basket  / Reeve Sleeve

Incident Type: All Hazards

This equipment allows for patients to be 
packaged and transported by personnel in all 
rescue scenarios.

SPSA Operated: Yes

Rope Rescue Equipment

Incident Type: Technical Rescue

Used for high/low-angle rescue, water rescue and 
ice rescue. 

SPSA Operated: Yes
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Snowmobiles

Incident Type: All Hazards

Used for search and rescue events and 
emergency incidents.

SPSA Operated: Yes

Surface Water Rescue Suits

Incident Type: Technical Rescue

Mustang ice rescue immersion suit and surface 
water rescue dry suit.

SPSA Operated: Yes

Wall Tents

Incident Type: All Hazards

This tent can be assembled in 30 minutes,          
requires two people (preferably three or four) 
and basic hand tools. Size is 28 feet by 18 feet. 
Poly and PVC-covered shelters are available.

SPSA Operated: No
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Waltec Crashtender

Incident Type: Fire

These units require two operators and feature a 
1,200 gallon tank with a 900 gal/min pump, full 
Class A and B foam capabilities and 4x4 
capabilities.

SPSA Operated: Yes

Water Transfer Pump

Incident Type: Flood

Pumps are available in 2” to 4” diameters. 
Capacities range from 160 gal/min to 360 gal/min, 
and all required hoses are included.

SPSA Operated: No
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Water Bags (50 ft)

Incident Type: Flood

Two-foot and three-foot models are available.

SPSA Operated: Yes
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